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SHOWERED WITH IDEAS
CUSTOM DESIGN SOLUTONS FOR THE BATH
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GOOD MORNING, BEAUTIFUL. 

Greet the day with meticulous organization, beautiful surfaces and design 

that makes you feel good. Let Decorá ease your way with the very best in 

furniture for the bath, featuring products available in every style and finish, 

mixable to your heart's desire. We leave it up to you to choose a thoroughly 

modern motif or select a stately traditional style. Whatever your choice, 

choose what makes you happy, we invite you to choose Decorá!

Please note, while many of the cabinets shown in this brochure are 

from our standard offering, several are achieved through Decora By 

Design and/or professional installation on the job site.

Several cabinets have been embellished with decorative feet and 

hardware for design inspiration. Endless styles of decorative feet and 

hardware are easily sourced online or through your favorite designer.
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ONE ROOM, MULTIPLE STYLES.
FIND YOUR LOOK. 

Visualizing a space and applying a style are two very different skill sets. To 

help trigger your imagination and simplify the process, we created a basic 

floor plan in which a variety of on-trend architectural elements and fixtures 

are placed in the exact same arrangement. Picture yourself standing 

in each of four distinct design motifs. You’ll find looks that range from 

minimalist and fun to ones that evoke Old Hollywood glamour. The very 

best part? Decorá allows diversity of design, no matter what your style! 

Find more style ideas online

decoracabinets.com

Dramatic Gesture  14

Extra Special  6 Enunciated Elegance  10

Craftsman Chic  18

A blank canvas lets you imagine many looks. With plenty of 
room to live well, this 12 x 15 primary suite begs you to think 
about trends you want to incorporate, colors that you love 
and most of all, how the space will work best for you.
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Make everyday extra-special.  

Say ahhhh to your own 

personal spa filled with today’s 

top trends. Resort-like luxury 

is at the top of the list with 

marble tiles leading the way. 

Extra White paint accentuates 

the clean feeling, a beautiful 

outcome with our Sherwin-

Williams® partnership, perfect 

for furniture-inspired cabinetry 

in the bath.

PRESCOTT
Beaded Inset : Maple Extra White
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EXTRA SPECIAL: 
LUXURY SPA 
EXPERIENCE 

01 Bath Storage Tower 

Single Drawer

Alone or side by side, we’re sure you’ll 

find plenty of places throughout 

your home for these furniture-grade 

beauties!

02 Bath Tank Topper

Good looks and pure function. Crisp 

lines and attention to detail give this 

little number a two-fold attitude. 

03 Open Shelving

Using bath components in 

unexpected ways gives new 

opportunities for storage and 

purpose. Additional design elements 

personalize any space.

04 Bath Drawer Sink Base and 

Bath Mirror with Pullout

Everything you’ve wished for and 

more for a vanity. Enjoy furniture 

inspired drawer storage, and platform 

styling fitted for a variety of beautiful 

feet. For the perfect finishing touch, 

choose a mirror with hidden storage 

that is more than meets the eye.

0401

02

03
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TALA
Cherry Mink with Espresso Glaze

To the point, without any fuss. 

Just because you like orderly 

spaces, doesn’t mean it needs 

to be without personality! 

Unfettered lines in door 

design and just-right storage 

capabilities are all wrapped 

up in fabulous Decorá finishes 

that afford the discerning good 

looks you require.
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ENUNCIATED 
ELEGANCE: 
ARTICULATE 
YOUR STYLE

01 Bath Tank Topper            

Open Shelf

Take complete coordination one-step 

further with a bit more storage perfect 

for smaller items, plus a bonus towel 

bar available in two finish options.

02 Bath Storage Towers

Point taken. Ideal for any type 

of storage, the smaller height of 

Decorá’s storage tower can really 

work the room. Any room. Choose 

solid doors, or glass inserts to illustrate 

your point.

03 Bath Sink Wall Tower, Bath 

Two Drawer Sink Base, Bath 

Drawer Sink Vanity Platform, 

and Bath Framed Wall Mirror

Everything you need to complete 

the look of your dreams. Perfectly 

coordinated furniture-scaled towers, 

details that turn vanities into beautiful 

home furnishings, and as a finishing 

touch—no need to search for an 

exact-match mirror!

0302

01
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RUSSELL
Maple iron Slate

Keeping a monochromatic 

color scheme claims high 

drama and sophistication 

for a glamorous setting. 

Urbane elements perfect 

a presentation that begs 

a second look. Making 

a glamorous statement 

couldn’t be easier. 
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DRAMATIC 
GESTURE: OLD 
HOLLYWOOD 
GLAM 

01 Bath Storage Towers

Encore performance. Bath storage 

towers are perfect for virtually 

any room and every space. 

The metal foot option deserves a  

standing ovation.

02 Glass Doors

Add dramatic flair with glass doors to 

highlight essentials or necessities.

03 Bath Sink Base Cabinet 

With Shelf

Stellar style steps front and center 

with an open shelf approach.  

The operable drawer offers smart 

storage that is a work-around for  

typical plumbing scenarios.

0302

01
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HARMONY
Non-beaded inset : Quartersawn Oak Bombay 
Maple Sweet Pea

Taking notes from furniture 

history with honest design 

and beautiful simplicity, where 

function reigns front and center. 

Ease into the day with a sense 

of calm and timeless sense of 

sophistication. Creating the 

perfect place to reflect and 

beautify is easy with furniture-

grade components from Decorá.
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CRAFTSMAN 
CHIC: 
SIMPLISTIC BY 
NATURE 

01 Bath Base Cabinets with 

Desk Vanity Drawer

Creating the space you crave is 

easy with cabinet configurations 

that support your vision. You'll enjoy 

the flexibility of our products, as it 

makes it easy to create the room of 

your dreams.

02 Bath Base Cabinet, Bath 

Sink Base Cabinet, and bath 

drawer sink vanity platform

We bet you’ll never look at bath 

cabinetry the same again. With 

lovely pieces that quietly command 

the room, long on storage and high 

on style, Decorá has raised the bar 

for beautiful bathrooms.

0201
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We know that your morning rush 

is just that—rush hour! Decorá 

aims to make your life easier with 

thoughtful interior organization 

and utilization of every inch 

of precious space. Allow us to 

start the day with your best foot 

forward for a feel-good feeling 

inside and out!  
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INNER BEAUTY: 
MORE THAN 
SKIN DEEP

01 Bath Mirror with Pull-Out

Who knew there was a hidden 

agenda? At first glance you see a 

simple mirror that exactly matches 

the cabinetry and then voilà—pull out 

the sides for storage. Who couldn’t 

use that? 

02 Bath Wall Hung 

Sink Pull-Out

More is more. More function in every 

square inch. Drawers that clear 

plumbing, doors that pull out and 

keep often used items safe and in 

check. Open the cabinets, you’ll love 

what you see.

03 Bath Storage Tower 

Single Drawer

Storage with furniture flair. Tall doors 

conceal everyday necessities 

and sleek, deep drawers corral those 

bulky bath effects. Bring on 

the Mondays!

0302

01
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MORE TO LOVE: 
YOUR HEART'S 
DESIRE 

Beautiful details and finishing touches. 

Decorá know that your room needs 

to be a warm reflection of you. So we 

make it easy to create just the look 

you love, with perfect pieces to tell 

your story.

01  Craftsman Foot

02   Olde World Bracket              

with Moulding

03  Wainscot Panels

01 02

03



To see more door styles and finishes, visit

decoracabinets.com/products
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Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those shown in this book due to material availability and/or design evolution. 
Specifications are subject to change without notice. Customer service is available if your design requires verification of product availability and specifications. 

Please note that paints featuring the same color name as your cabinetry are not guaranteed to be an exact color match. When seeking to match the color of 
your Decorá Cabinetry, take a cabinet door to your nearest Sherwin-Williams paint store to be color matched to reduce the likelihood of color variation. Exact 
color matching is not guaranteed, and MasterBrand Cabinets is not responsible for color discrepancies.

Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest satisfaction,  
we strongly recommend you view an actual sample for best color, wood grain and finish representation.

Decorá® has a Limited Lifetime Warranty. 
For terms and conditions, please visit: decoracabinets.com/warranty
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Back cover image: Prescott Beaded Inset Maple Extra White
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